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BACKGROUND 
 

The Little Gecko 
The work was written in 2000 in response to an invitation by Symphony Australia to six Australian 

composers to write a narrated work for children as part pf the “Symphonic Stories” project. 

Julian Yu came across the story in a Chinese primary school textbook that his wife Marion Gray bought 

in China in 1978 to use for reading practice. It brought back old memories, but Julian realised he 

needed an Australian version for this project, hence the bellbird (which replaced a swallow) and the 

kangaroo (which he added). Marion then adapted the text for Australian audiences.  

In 2012, a chamber version of the work was performed at the Victorian College of the Arts. The full 

version was recorded by the TSO with ABC Classic in 2020, when the TSO realised that the original 

orchestral setting had never been recorded. This has made it possible to share the work with teachers, 

along with this resource, through the TSO’s website.  

Julian Yu, composer and scriptwriter 
Julian Yu was born in Beijing in 1957 and studied composition at the Central Conservatory of Music 

there before joining the teaching staff. He later studied at the Tokyo College of Music and in 1988 was 

Composition Fellow at Tanglewood, where he studied with Hans Werner Henze and Oliver Knussen.  

He has produced many commissioned works for such diverse entities as the BBC Proms, the 2008 

Olympic Games in Beijing, the Suntory Festival in Tokyo and the National Centre for the Performing 

Arts in Beijing. He is a multi-award-winning composer whose work, mostly orchestral, is frequently 

performed in Australia and internationally. A free-lance composer, he is an Honorary Fellow of the 

University of Melbourne.  

Marion Gray, co-scriptwriter 
Julian’s wife, Marion Gray, is an Australian who met Julian while she was studying Chinese music in 

Beijing.  

Bryony Geeves, narrator 
Bryony is a Tasmanian-born actress and writer, known for The Kettering Incident (2016), The 

Conquest of Emmie (2016), The Red Shoes (2013) and The Room at the Top of the World (2010). 

Bryony has appeared with members of the Tasmanian Symphony Orchestra in public readings of 

Convict Monologues and most recently, as presenter and narrator for TSO’s 2019 Family Classics 

concert The Runaway Bunny. 
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NARRATION 

The Little Gecko 
A Chinese folk tale, adapted for Australian animals by Julian Yu and Marion Gray 

 

This is a story about a little gecko. 

Where is she? Over there, look! She’s coming … 

It was a hot summer’s day.  

The little gecko was catching mosquitoes on the wall. 

Suddenly a snake slithered up and grabbed her tail! She struggled violently and escaped … 

but discovered she had lost his tail! “How ugly I must look without a tail!” she thought.  

She decided to borrow one from someone else. 

The little gecko crawled and crawled until she came to a riverbank. 

There he saw a fish, waving its tail as it swam slowly through the water. 

“Little fish, little fish,” she called. “Can you lend me your tail?” 

The fish answered, “I’m sorry, little gecko, but I need my tail to swim with.” 

Next she saw a bull in a field, waving its tail and eating grass. 

“Mr Bull, Mr Bull. Can you lend me your tail?” 

“I’m sorry, little gecko,” answered the bull, “but I need my tail for swishing off the flies.” 

So the little gecko crawled on, when out of the blue she heard a bellbird calling. 

There it was, sitting in the tree above her. 

“Little birdie, little birdie, if you’re not using your tail at the moment, could I borrow it, please?” 

“No, you can’t,” said the bellbird. “I need it for steering while I’m flying.” 

Last of all she met a kangaroo, hopping across her path.  

“Mrs Kangaroo, what does your tail do?” she asked.  

“I need it to balance me while I am standing and propel me when I hop,” said the kangaroo. 

The little gecko was dreadfully disappointed; obviously every tail had its own function and no-one 

could do without theirs.  

She rushed into her mother’s arms and told her the whole story. 

Her mother laughed. “You duffer, turn around and have a look at yourself.” 

She turned around, and lo and behold – 

“Ah! I’ve grown a beautiful new tail!”  
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CLASSROOM TEACHING IDEAS 

1 FINDING OUT ABOUT FEELINGS 
 

LEARNING INTENTIONS AND OUTCOMES 
Through work in this activity, students will: 

• Develop their understanding of how to sense how others may be feeling; 

• Listen attentively to others; 

• Develop their vocabulary of descriptive words related to feelings; 

• Contribute ideas appropriately; 

• Compare their ideas with those of others; 

• Work co-operatively to achieve a satisfying outcome. 

 

Work in this activity will provide opportunities for assessment of these curriculum outcomes: 

• English – Language and Literacy Strands 

• Health and Physical Education – Personal, Social and Community Health Strand 

**  Indicates assessment opportunity 

ACTIVITIES 

(a) ALL SORTS OF FEELINGS 
1 ** Make a list of all the feelings students can think of. Here are some to get started: happy, sad, proud, 

shy, scared, excited, disappointed, lonely, angry, energetic, special, needing help … 

2 ** Have a discussion about how you can tell how someone is feeling. (facial expression, body 

language, tone of voice, eye contact) 

3 Explore songs and stories about feelings 

4 Create a chart using some (or all) of the feelings that have been suggested. It may look something 

like this: 

Feeling Face Body Voice and Eyes 

    
 

5 ** Complete the chart. Use emojis or face drawings for the “face” column, words or stick figures 

for the “body” column (invite demonstrations, of course), words for the “voice and eyes” column, 

being careful not to just repeat the name of a feeling. Ask students to think about whether the 

words spoken would be high or low pitched, spoken quickly or slowly, and what sort of eye contact 

might be used.  

6 If the age group is right, explicitly teach the difference between sympathy and empathy.  
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(b) LITTLE GECKO’S FEELINGS 
1. Read the story to the class. (It’s on page 2 in this resource).  

2. ** Have a discussion about how the little gecko might have been feeling at various points in 

the story: 

➢ At the beginning, when she was catching mosquitoes; 

➢ When the snake grabbed her; 

➢ When she discovered she’d lost her tail; 

➢ When she decides what to do (borrow a tail); 

➢ When she saw the fish; 

➢ When the fish wouldn’t lend her a tail; 

➢ When she saw the bull; 

➢ When the bull wouldn’t lend her a tail; 

➢ When she heard (and then saw) the bellbird; 

➢ When the bellbird wouldn’t lend her a tail; 

➢ When she met the kangaroo; 

➢ When the kangaroo wouldn’t lend her a tail; 

➢ When she rushed home to her mother; 

➢ When she saw that she’d grown a new tail. 

 

3. ** Assign emojis, drawings and/or words to each point. 

 

(c) POSSIBLE DISCUSSION POINTS 

1. ** Is there a lesson in this story? 

2. ** Did the other creatures in the story behave and speak appropriately? 

3. ** Can you think of a time when someone needed help and you couldn’t provide it? What did 

you say/do?  
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2 TALES OF TAILS 
 

LEARNING INTENTIONS AND OUTCOMES 
Through work in this activity, students will: 

• Develop their understanding of the habitat, behaviour and physical characteristics of geckos; 

• Discover the differing purposes of tails in different species; 

• Through guided activities, develop their investigative skills pertinent to scientific inquiry; 

• Listen attentively to others; 

• Contribute to the development of a task description and an evaluation rubric; 

• Contribute ideas appropriately in both group and class activities; 

• Compare their ideas with those of others; 

• Work co-operatively to achieve a satisfying outcome. 

 

Work in this activity will provide opportunities for assessment of these curriculum outcomes: 

• Science – Understanding and Inquiry Skills Strands (Biological Sciences) 

• English – Language and Literacy Strands 

• Health and Physical Education – Personal, Social and Community Health Strand 

**  Indicates assessment opportunity 

 

ACTIVITIES 

(a) WHAT ARE GECKOS? 
1. ** Discuss ways of gathering and presenting information. These could include video clips, still 

images, written / spoken material, examples of food / plants, imitations of movement.  

2. ** Encourage students to find out as much as they can about geckos. Where do they live? Are 

they found anywhere other than Australia? What do they look like? How do they behave? 

What do they eat? How do they move? How do they communicate?  

3. ** Create a display of the findings. It could be, or could include, an interactive bulletin board 

with video, audio, still images … 

NB: Backyard Buddies Australia, the education initiative of the Foundation of National Parks and 

Wildlife, is a great resource to tap into.  

(b) OTHER CREATURES IN THE STORY 
All the creatures in the story are found in Australia.  

1. ** Using the whole-class investigation of the gecko as a model, develop a group task to find 

out as much as possible about each of these: snake, fish, bull, bellbird, kangaroo. (These are in 

bold in the narration). 

2. ** Consider developing a movement activity in which each group imitates the way their 

‘creature’ moves. All members of the group should be involved; repeated and different 

movements could be sequenced into a dance activity. Each group could teach their dance to 

other class members.   
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(c) WHY TAILS?  
All these creatures in The Little Gecko story have tails, and they each use their tail for different purposes.  

1. ** Clarify the reason each has a tail. Which other creatures not in the story share each 

purpose?  

2. ** Are there creatures which use their tails for yet another purpose? Investigate and share 

the findings.  

3. ** Are there creatures that do not have tails? Why is that?  
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MUSIC TEACHING ACTIVITIES 

SOUND STORIES 
NB If you are, or are working with, a classroom teacher, this could be an extension of Classroom 

Activity 1(b).  

(a) OUR LITTLE GECKO SOUND STORY 
 

LEARNING INTENTIONS AND OUTCOMES 
Through work in this activity, students will: 

• Develop their understanding of the ways in which music can convey ideas; 

• Create an original sound version of a story; 

• Contribute to the development of a task description and an evaluation rubric; 

• Work collaboratively to prepare and present their work; 

• Comment thoughtfully and appropriately on their work.  

Work in this activity will provide opportunities for assessment of these curriculum outcomes: 

• Health and Physical Education: Personal, Social and Community Health Strands 

• Music: ACAMUM080 / 084 / 088; ACAMUM082 / 086 / 090; ACAMUR083 / 087 / 091 

 

**  Indicates assessment opportunity 

 

ACTIVITY 

1. Read the story of The Little Gecko (page 2) 

Clarify the difference between and sound source and a sound pattern:  

Sound source: what generates the sound –instruments, voices, body percussion, found sounds, digital 

sounds, environmental sounds … 

Sound pattern: a short sequence of sounds to represent an object, character or idea. Consider pitch 

(high/low), length of sounds, volume (dynamics), and encourage the exploration of the effect of silence 

as a component in the pattern.  

2. ** Story-board the narration. Include not just characters but also scenes and moods.  

3. ** Discuss and try out the sound sources and sound patterns which would fit best with 

each section of the storyboard. NB The gecko should be associated with the same source 

and pattern at each appearance, but with some variation to reflect mood and activity. This 

is very important; it gives the work coherence. 
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The story-board sequence may look something like this, depending on the age group. Simplify as 

necessary: 

What’s happening Sound Source Sound Pattern 

Gecko appears   

Hot summer’s day   

Gecko catching mosquitos   

Snake appears   

Snake pulls off her tail   

Unhappy gecko   

Gecko develops a plan   

Gecko crawling   

She reaches a river   

She sees a fish   

Conversation with fish   

Gecko moves on   

She sees a bull in a field   

Conversation with bull   

Gecko moves on   

She hears a bellbird   

Conversation with bellbird   

Gecko moves on   

She meets a kangaroo   

Conversation with kangaroo   

Very disappointed gecko    

Rushes home to her mother   

Mother’s reaction   

Happy gecko   
 

4. Allocate sections to students: individuals, pairs, small groups, whole class; 

5. ** Decide collaboratively:  

➢ whether or not to include narration and if so, where it fits in relation to each section; 

➢ how long each section will last; 

➢ how to keep track of where you are. 

6. ** Allow time for experimentation; encourage the careful use of silence and/or pause.  

7. ** Try it out, a bit at a time.  

8. ** Invite comments, suggested improvements to refine the work.  

9. Record the final version. Using a QR code generator is a great way of sharing the work.  

 

 

(b) COMPOSER’S CHOICE 
 

LEARNING INTENTIONS AND OUTCOMES 
Through work in this activity, students will: 

• Listen attentively to the original work by Julian Yu; 

• Compare the musical choices he made with their own; 
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• Comment thoughtfully on the effectiveness of the choices he made; 

• Identify the main orchestral instruments used in the work. 

 

Work in this activity will provide opportunities for assessment of these curriculum outcomes: 

• English: Language and Literacy Strands; 

• Music: ACAMUM080 / 084 / 088; ACAMUR083 / 087 / 091 

 

**  Indicates assessment opportunity 

 

ACTIVITY 

1. Listen to the recording of The Little Gecko.  

2. ** This is an outline of Julian Yu’s choices. Invite students to comment on his choices and to 

compare them with their own.  

Approx. 

Time 
(Total Length 
9.55) 

What’s happening Sound Source Sound Pattern 

0.12 Gecko appears Xylophone Short 5-note rhythm, pitch 

moves upwards and 

downwards, gaps in 

between, imitating the 

gecko’s scurrying 

movements 

NB The gecko is ALWAYS 

there! 

0.42 Hot summer’s day Flute, clarinet 2-note pattern, long-short, 

repeated 

0.50 Gecko catching mosquitos Strings 

 

Wind 

High, soft, like the whine of 

a mosquito.  

Short sounds, gaps in 

between 

1.20 Snake appears Strings  Sliding, threatening 

1.30 Snake pulls off her tail Trumpets and 

xylophone 

2-note pattern short-long 

1.47 Unhappy gecko Violin Much slower; still uses 

gecko pattern but with a 

long note at the start 

2.06  Pause Thinking? 

2.08 Gecko develops a plan Xylophone, pizzicato 

strings 

Gecko pattern with gaps 

between 

2.15 Gecko crawling Xylophone Patterns closer together 

2.28 She reaches a river Harp Gentle up/down flowing 

sounds 

2.38 She sees a fish Clarinet, flute Gentle “waving” pattern 
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3.03 Conversation with fish Oboe and 

vibraphone 

“underwater” effect 

3.25 Gecko moves on Xylophone and harp Moving along the 

riverbank so both patterns 

are used 

4.00 She sees a bull in a field Bassoon solo + full 

orchestra 

Big animal but not loud 

sounds – it’s a peaceful 

scene 

4280 Conversation with bull Bassoon, wind and 

strings  

Swishing sounds as the bull 

waves his tail 

5.12 Gecko moves on Xylophone Bassoon fade, other “field” 

patterns continue 

5.19 She hears a bellbird Piccolo Very high, short sounds, 

with gaps between 

5.44 Conversation with bellbird Xylophone and 

piccolo 

Patterns interchange 

6.07 Gecko moves on Xylophone Gets softer – losing heart? 

Xylo stops eventually 

6.45 She meets a kangaroo Low strings (cello, 

bass) 

Bouncy pattern (boing!) 

7.16 Conversation with kangaroo Xylophone and horn Horn takes over the 

“bounce” pattern, 

xylophone resumes gecko 

pattern 

7.40 Very disappointed gecko  Solo violin, with 

vibraphone 

accompaniment 

Much slower, with long 

note at the start of the 

pattern as before. Score is 

marked “doloroso” 

8.00 Rushes home to her mother Solo violin, flute, 

clarinet 

Faster moving pattern 

8.20 Mother’s reaction Solo violin Short triplet pattern as 

mother laughs 

8.40 Happy gecko Clarinet 

Xylophone, and all 

instruments join in.  

Rising glissando 

Patterns getting higher 

 

3. ** Discuss the importance of the xylophone, representing the gecko, as a unifying factor in the 

piece. Ensure this is added to the students’ Toolbox for creative work as it’s a really basic 

construction device for composers;  

4. ** Identify by sight and by sound all the instruments listed.  

There are many interactive websites which will help with this; many include games. Just Google 

something like “interactive websites orchestral instruments” and you’re spoiled for choice. The 

Midnight Music one is Australian and a great resource to know about.  

The TSO Education website (click on Learning and Engagement) provides great downloadable pictures 

of all the instruments in the What is a Symphony Orchestra section: go to the Booklet. You can 

see and hear all the instruments being played in the Video section.  
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NATIONAL CURRICULUM FOR MUSIC ASSESSMENT 

OUTCOMES 
Successful completion of the music activities in this pack will offer evidence against one or more of 

these outcomes, at the appropriate level for your students: 

AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL CURRICULUM FOR MUSIC, Version 8.1 

(sourced 25/01/2017) 

F-2 3-4 5-6 

ACAMUM080 

Develop aural skills by 

exploring and imitating sounds, 

pitch and rhythm patterns using 

voice, movement and body 

percussion 

ACAMUM084 

Develop aural skills by 

exploring, imitating and 

recognising elements of music 

including dynamics, pitch and 

rhythm patterns 

ACAMUM088 

Explore dynamics and 

expression, using aural skills to 

identify and perform rhythm 

and pitch patterns 

ACAMUM081 

Sing and play instruments to 

improvise and practise a 

repertoire of chants, songs and 

rhymes, including songs used by 

cultural groups in the 

community 

ACAMUM085 

Practise singing, playing 

instruments and improvising 

music, using elements of music, 

including rhythm, pitch, 

dynamics and form in a range of 

pieces, including music from 

the local community 

ACAMUM089 

Develop technical and 

expressive skills in singing, 

playing instruments with 

understanding of rhythms, pitch 

and form in a range of pieces, 

including music from the local 

community 

ACAMUM082 

Create compositions and 

perform music to communicate 

ideas to an audience 

ACAMUM086 

Create, perform and record 

compositions by selecting and 

organising sounds, silences, 

tempo and volume 

ACAMUM090 

Rehearse and perform music 

including music they have 

composed by improvising, 

sourcing and arranging ideas 

and making decisions to engage 

an audience 

ACAMUR083 

Respond to music and consider 

where and why people make 

music, starting with Australian 

music, including music of 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander peoples. 

ACAMUR087 

Identify intended purposes and 

meanings as they listen to 

music, using the elements of 

music to make comparisons, 

starting with Australian music, 

including music of Aboriginal 

and Torres Strait Islander 

peoples. 

ACAMUR091 

Explain how elements of music 

communicate meaning by 

comparing music from different 

social, cultural and historical 

contexts, including music of 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander peoples. 

 

 

 

 


